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Operation Blue Candle
‘Cacti’ elements
assist, secure
Mizan District
ation, is a mountainous region
in south central Afghanistan.
Soldiers from the 2nd Battalion, 35th Latest intelligence indicatInfantry Regiment, recently conducted ed that Anti-Coalition
combat and presence patrols, air assault Militia (ACM), includoperations, cordon and searches in the ing Taliban, Al
Mizan district of Afghanistan. During the Qaeda and resistseven days of Operation Blue Candle, ance fighters,
been
humanitarian aid was also given to citizens had
harassing
the
of numerous communities within the operpopulace there.
ational area.
"The primary mission at battalion level
Because of the "Cacti Battalion", as the
2-35 are known, Mizan now has a doctor, a was to disrupt ACM forces," said Farrell.
school and a light at the end of the tunnel. "Alpha Company's role was the air assault
Cacti and its subordinate elements arm, to cordon and search wherever we
accomplished two things. "We pushed the had intelligence that there were ACM
enemy out and reinforced the local govern- forces operating."
According to Farrell, Mizan and the surment," said Capt. Peter Farrell, A Co 2-35
rounding
villages have been a safe haven
Infantry commander.
for
Taliban
and enemy resistance, but the
The Mizan District, Cacti's area of operefforts of the nearly
400 Cacti Soldiers
have squeezed their
capabilities.
"Mizan
is
a
remote district. It's
kind of in the middle of nowhere. It's
been a sanctuary. By
denying that to the
Anti-Coalition
Militia forces, it
causes them to fracture into splinter
cells. It doesn't give
them the support
they need to operate."
Staff Sgt. Duane Okeefe, A Co. squad leader, searches for
Blue Candle had
Anti-Coalition Militia forces in the Mizan District.
virtually no direct
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engagement with the ACM yet it did
stymie their movement.
"We stopped fourteen days of violence,
of fighting. There has been no fighting in
that region since Blue Candle," said
Farrell. "The doctor moved back so now
they have some limited form of health
care. The school reopened in that district.
People obviously felt safe and happy while
we were there but I think it will have a lasting effect as we continue to return in
Mizan."
In relation to the larger national efforts,
Operation Blue Candle gives the fledgling
local governments a chance to get their
feet on the ground as the infrastructure
improves.
"If you look at the next scale up that's
one more piece that's starting to fit into
reconstruction, getting a government
going. We push those guys (Taliban) farther out," said Farrell. "(The Taliban) influence is limited and the government's influence grows. 'Government,' not being the
U.S. government but the Afghan government in whatever form they choose."
Cacti and the units supporting Cacti were
able to capture numerous weapons during
Blue Candle, which, incidentally, is the
name of a species of cactus.

"If you look at it in terms of
enemy equipment, we captured a
lot," said Farrell. "We got about
sixty blasting caps, which in terms
of numbers, that's approximately
sixty IED's; ten assorted rifles; two
RPG's with numerous rounds. We
captured quite a bit of low grade C4, blasting wire, improvised timers,
we got about three of those, thousands of rounds of small arms
ammunition. "
Blue Candle was high-op tempo
with back-to-back missions with
most of the finds within the walls of
each village.
"I think one thing it showed them
was to not hide things in their towns
because we'll find them," said
Farrell. "Due to the speed of the
operation we never search the
periphery for some of the bigger
weapons that we'd probably find
and that will probably come in later
operations."
In addition to capturing munitions
A. Co. also searched for other key

ACM elements such as personnel,
safe houses and equipment. Alpha
Co. even captured a Taliban doctor.
"This type of operation makes it
untenable for the people to harbor
and assist the Taliban in their area,"
according to Farrell.
Operation Blue Candle helped to
reinforce the provincial governor
and accomplish his objectives for
the Mizan district. This was A Co.'s
first turn at combat and they will
continue to conduct operations
throughout
their
year
in
Afghanistan.
Although Operation Blue Candle
ended without serious injuries to 235 soldiers, all missions are not
without cost.
Shortly after Blue Candle a three
vehicle convoy from A Co struck an
Improvised Explosive Device. The
blast destroyed the lead vehicle,
injuring two soldiers and fatally
wounding Cpl. David M. Fraise.
Capt. Farrell praised Fraise saying, "He was just a real good kid,"

Fire TeamTIGHT
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A team without discipline
loses. A team without mutual
respect among its members
falters. When a
team cannot trust
its leader, morale
and performance
die.
When it comes to fire
team Red-Three-Alpha,
the discipline, respect
and trust by Spc. Matt
Whalen, Pfc. Jason
Turnbull and Pfc.
Damien Guill, in their leader Cpl.
James Dean is implicit.
Each member of Red-Three-Alpha,
spoke of being 'tight' with their fellow
team members. According to
Whalen, this comes from their
experience together, "We're all
veterans of the platoon. We've
been together two years,"
he said, concluding that
without that mutual
respect and trust, "no
one's gonna have your
six."
"We're real tight, we have to be," said
Dean. At any moment on this type of
operation-a cordon and search--could turn
into a fire fight; because of this a leader
must know his men.
Demonstrating the closeness of his
team during Operation Blue Candle,
Dean moved his men from house to
house through secluded mountain villages
to root out Anti-Coalition Militia (ACM).
The week long operation increased stability in the Mizan District while bringing
humanitarian aid to villagers in the area.
During the operation they moved seamlessly from narrow openings to open
areas, around corners and through small
alleyways. Dean, taking orders from
squad, platoon and company leaders,
directed his men with hand signals, whispers, shouts and sometimes no more than

a nod or look.
Missions like these are fluid and the
immediate chain of command will not
always be there to direct individual team
movements.
"(Dean's) squad leader was outside with
outer security so his team needed guid-

ance from the platoon sergeant or me,"
said 1st Lt. Ryan Reichert, 1st Platoon
Leader. "He's able to transition roles, so
he is functioning almost as a squad leader
and he'll be ready to step into that next
position," Reichert added.

' T hat's t he w ay I t rain m y g uys, t o k now
m y j ob, so if they need to step up they can.'

Pfc. Damien Guill provides security, watching down an
alley while other elements of A Co 2-35 Inf. move through
an Afghan village.

Platoon Leader, 1st Lt. Ryan Reichert discusses the
location of structures that Cpl. James Dean will soon
search and clear with his fire team, Red-Three-Alpha.

Cpl. James Dean leads Pfc. Jason Turnbull and Pfc.
Damien Guill to their next task, that of finding contraband in a small village in central Afghanistan.

According to Reichert, Dean exhibits
seriousness and competence. "He's a
mature guy, 27 years old, so he's older
than most team leaders," he said,
adding that, "he's got a grin on his face
now and then, but he's a pretty serious
guy."
According to Guill the level of
respect in his team boils down to one
sentiment: the caliber of people on your
team.
"When you rehearse it becomes easier when the time comes," said Guill.
"We know what each other's gonna do
and (Dean) knows how we're going to
think in a particular situation."
Whalen said he agrees and puts that
trust in Dean for guidance.
"The team leader is like the grease on
the bearings … he makes sure we're
doing what were supposed to be doing,"
said Whalen.
"Our squad leader gives direction, but
(Dean) makes sure everything's done
the way it should be," said Turnbull.
Both Turnbull and Whalen are married which adds another dimension to
their work and are connected on the
home front as well. "We have kids and
our wives talk with each other," said
Turnbull whose wife had their first
child just before he deployed. "We
know that we need to look out for each
other, our survivability depends on it."
The team knows these details about
each other and it helps tighten the team.
"We train together as much as possible," Dean said. "Even back in the rear
(at Kandahar Air Field) when one guy
wants to do something, we all do it."
Punching his point, raising his eyebrows matter of factly, "that's why
we're tight!"
The team has been in Afghanistan less
than two months and for these young
soldiers, this is their first turn at combat. By creating a climate of discipline,
mutual respect, and trust, Red-ThreeAlpha has become a fire team 'tight'.

Grenade strikes close
Soldiers encounter
roadside bomb during
Operation Blue Candle
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The blast sounded hollow, unreal, as it echoed off the banks of
the dry river bed. A fragmentation hand grenade lodged under a
rock was jostled loose, the spoon popped off, a short delay
and whoosh-boom! A small plume of dust and debris erupted between vehicles in a mounted patrol.
The soldiers' training took hold and they knew what
they must do. During moments like these soldiers
rely on battle drills, standing operating procedures and their training.
"Everyone was like, Go! Go! Go!" said Spc.
Anthony Valerio, 29 and a native of San Jose,
Calif., the soldier closest to the blast.
Valerio, serving with the A Company, 2nd
Battalion, 35th Infantry Regiment, was
on patrol near Mizan, central
Afghanistan, in Operation Blue Candle
when the attack occurred.
In the case of Valerio and his leaders,
they responded exactly as they
should.
"(The blast) was like our Pfc. Anthony Valerio of A Co 2-35 Inf. provides security during Operation Blue Candle. He
training, then it sets in … this was the soldier closest to the roadside blast during a mounted patrol near Mizan,
isn't training," Valerio said. Afghanistan.
"But, I guess that's the good thing. We all reacted the way we These forces consist of anyone who actively engages or thwarts
U.S. forces and their allies. It is hard to get to the facts when solshould."
He was riding in the right rear seat of an up-armored humvee diers are working with villagers who have been terrorized for
when the device detonated. "It was on the right side," raising his years by ACM.
For Valerio and his peers, Afghanistan is a long way from home.
right arm, "I went like this," as though he was shielding himself
Operation Blue Candle was his first turn at combat. He and the
from a blast, elbow up high, his shoulder next to his ear.
Without mincing words, Valerio knows when things have gone others of A Co. arrived in April and are expected to serve in
wrong. "When it first went off, it scared the s-t out of me," he said. Afghanistan for at least one year.
"I needed more money for college," he said. "After this, I'll
"Right after it happened, it seemed like it wasn't real."
The repetition of training made the reaction to this engagement probably get out and finish my degree so I can teach. Teaching's
autonomous. Their actions were second nature. "We sped up, went my first love. There's no better feeling than that," said Valerio,
up a good distance, secured the area and called it in," he said. who said he would teach high school art.
Valerio said his time in the service has taught him many truths.
"Then we worked our way down and started questioning people to
find out if anyone saw something. They didn't see anything," One day after he survived the grenade attack he shared this morsel
with fellow infantrymen and they agreed. "No one really knows
Valerio said.
Operation Blue Candle is part of a larger stabilization effort in how hard our job is except for us. Only after you been through
which coalition members are engaged throughout Afghanistan. what we've been through, will anyone really understand a soldier's
The grenade had been placed by Anti-Coalition Militia forces. life."

Medical team pulls tooth
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The soldier approached the medics,
slowly, not to be jostled, his left check
swollen as though he had a golf ball tucked
behind his molars.
He was in pain and lots of it.
This soldier wasn't a U.S. soldier though;
he was, Pvt. Nazar Mohamed, a member of
the Afghan National Army, although that
really didn't matter right then.
What mattered to the Forward Treatment
Team was getting him immediate medical
attention; and getting him back on the line.
Mohamed was supporting the 2-35th Inf.
Bn. during Operation Blue Candle.
Normally FTT soldiers specialize in
treating combat related trauma cases, not
abscessed teeth. Although this might have
been outside their normal routine, this was
a special case.
According to Physicians Assistant, 1st
Lt. Jeff Rouse, FTT Team Leader for the 235th, the tooth had to be pulled immediately for that soldier to continue with his mission.
Speaking through an interpreter, the
medics got busy.
"How ya doin'? Ya doin' ok?" said Sgt.
Phillip Nowlin, a FTT team member.
"Yeah, I'm ok. It hurts a little," said Pvt.
Nazar Mohamed through the interpreter.
The tooth had broken in half a few
months before and had become infected
down into the root. According to Rouse,
the tooth and root had to come out.
The primary focus of the FTT is to
extend the life of a casualty by giving them
advanced care on the scene. "It's to take
pressure off the company and platoon
medics and extend the casualty's time,"
said Rouse.
In comparison to a company medic,
Rouse said, "We're more advanced. We
have more medical knowledge, not that we
have more equipment."
According to Rouse, FTT soldiers have
received advanced medical training in
treating trauma cases.
Under the direction of Rouse, Nowlin
sprayed the tooth and gums with a can of
banana flavored anesthetic, waited, and
began to pull the tooth, prying with a dental tool.

Forward Treatment Team brings advanced
medical skills to Operation Blue Candle

Sgt. Phillip Nowlin examines an Afghan National Army Soldier, Pvt. Nazar
Mohamed, suffering from an infected molar which he had broken months prior.
1st Lt. Jeff Rouse advises him on the tooth extractioin, while Sgt. Christopher
Russell assists.
After giving Mohammed additional
injections of lydicane, Nowlin, who is an
aspiring doctor, worked the tooth for a bit,
and then really hunkered down on it. The
inch long, half tooth and root shaft came
out.
Soldiers of the FTT draw a quick distinction between their efforts and that of line
medics.
"As an FTT we do serious trauma care in
the field. The line medics treat soldiers
(initially), then we perform advanced care
and sustainment care before the casualty is
air lifted out," said Steele.
Although the FTT team members specialize in trauma, they also are able to give
medical attention in non-emergency cases.
Another role for the FTT is to provide
care for the civilian populace during battalion field operations.
"We have Sgt. Jaime Steele so we can do
medcaps," said Rouse. He added that the
team often treats the ailments of the local
populace.
Steele is the lone female on the team and

works at Kandahar Air Field in the hospital treatment section.
"This is something we do to help the
locals as a humanitarian effort. This helps
the locals be more receptive to the U.S.
Army," said Steele.
According to Rouse, this allows the team
to treat females as well as males in villages
during field operations.
Many of the villages treated have no
access to medical care. According to
Rouse, this allows the team to "Go to a
new area and give them as much care as we
can."
"It's really a hearts and minds mission,"
said Sgt. Christopher Russell. "We can't
give them a lot, but we can give them
something."
While members of the FTT are proud of
their skills and are anxious to improve
them, they know their skills are best left on
the shelf.
"When we're not bored, it's a bad thing. It
means someone is hurt," said Rouse.

Scouts put ‘eyes on’
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It didn't take long for the scout team to
scale the steep jagged rock face and
establish their over watch position. Heat
rose from the rocks on the small plateau
that served as their perch, yet they
remained focused on their task: to keep
'eyes on' the objective.
The radio telephone operator listened to
chatter over the SINGAR handset.
The sniper scout manning the 50 caliber
rifle placed the cross hairs of his scope on
the distant ridgeline, where two Afghan
men squatted in a saddle.
The platoon sergeant, Sgt. 1st Class
Gerard Normand, scanned the village
compound in the valley below through his
M4 scope, voicing his observations.
The scout platoon from HHC 2nd Bn.
35th Inf. Regiment provided over watch
as A Co 2-35 infantrymen created a cordon around a village in central
Afghanistan in conjunction with the 235's Operation Blue Candle, held recently
in AO Cacti.
Soldiers on the ground began to search
for contraband as part of a larger stabilization effort in which coalition members
are engaged throughout Afghanistan.
Scouts gave the essential early warning
that only a birds eye view can achieve.
Early warning is critical when seconds
count, but the scouts can also lay down
heavy fire power if needed.
One essential role the scouts played
in Operation Blue

Candle was that of over watch.
"We're usually the first ones in and the
last ones out, that way we can be put in
first, over watch the infill of the company,
let them stop maneuvering and provide
over watch the whole time," said
Normand.
Anything which
appears remotely
unusual, scouts
will report to the elements
on the ground, giving them as
much information as possible.
Normand said they are the "early
warning of funny stuff, while
the platoons do what they
gotta do in
the town."
For leaders
on the ground
this flow of data is
critical.
Once the main effort units are "done,
they take off in Blackhawks, then, normally after their gone, we get picked up,"
Normand said. "So, that way, we can provide over watch for the extraction, then
when we extract, we have the Apaches
providing over watch for us."
"We have one M107 50 caliber sniper
rifle. We have a M24 - seven point six
two, sniper rifle. We have an M14 that's
been converted into a sniper rifle, about
five scoped M4's and the two-o-three," he
said, smiling; knowing that if they needed
to, they could rain lead
when called on.

Yet, with all that firepower, Normand is
quick to acknowledge their greatest asset.
"The biggest weapon out of all we have
is what he has right there,"
pointing to his RTO,
Underwood, "The radio, it's
what we call the
Apaches on.
They drop a
little bit more
stuff than
we do,"
nodding,
emphasizing
the value of
the Apaches'
that he just
understated.
"So, basically from here we
can range the whole valley, especially
with the 50 cal. - we can get over a click
easy."
With the weapons they have and those
they can call on over the radio, the scouts
often sit alone on hill tops. That fact does
not worry them.
"So, although we're out here all alone,
we've got the most company out of anybody."
The scouts like what they do, especially
Normand, "It's a good time," he said. "It's
a little hot and the hills are steep, but it
earns the paycheck. It's a
good job."

Female
medic
goes on
combat
patrols

'Steele'
on
target
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Little girls giggled as they
ran behind Sgt. Jaime Steele on
a patrol near Mizan, in central
Afghanistan. Steele, the only
female soldier with a patrol of
infantrymen, was part of a larger stabilization effort in which
coalition members are engaged
throughout Afghanistan.
When Steele took off her helmet, her long hair was visible

and
pulled
back.
To
Afghans,
she
dressed like a
man and carried
a
weapon but
was
a
woman.
The
Afghan children
were awed.
Steele, a medic, was one of
about 20 Soldiers taking part in
a village presence patrol in

Sgt. Jaime Steele smiles at two Afghan girls as they
follow her on a patrol in Mizan, Afghanistan. Steele
was a member of a Forward Treatment Team, supporting Operation Blue Candle.

conjunction with the 2nd
Battalion,
35th
Infantry
Regiment's Operation Blue
Candle, held recently in Mizan,
central Afghanistan.
During the patrol, Steele and
members of the Forward
Treatment Team (FTT) made a
medical assessment of the village and dispensed what few
medicines her team could
carry. As she made her way
through the streets, she spoke
with villagers through an interpreter about medical issues.
Steele normally works in the
treatment section of the hospital at Kandahar Air Field.
Normally a female Soldier
would not be included in a
combat patrol, but in this case
she was specifically requestedbecause she is a female. FTT
Team Leader 1Lt. Jeff Rouse
said she has a unique capability
solely because she's a woman.
When she is among the locals,
she can assist with basic medical care, not just the men but
the women as well.

Besides performing actual
medical tasks, Steele takes time
to give her patients basic
advice on child care. Speaking
of a young mother with a new
baby, Steele said, "I told her
she needed to support her
baby's head. She was a young
mom and when I said that, all
the older women in the village
nodded - saying they 'told her
so'."
Steele's ability to treat common ailments is limited to
basic remedies and distribution
of medication. As part of an
FTT she cannot perform more
advanced family care that
comes with a full medical
assistance exercise because the
amount of medical supplies
and equipment is limited to
what the patrol can carry on
their backs.
As the only woman on this
patrol, Steele is quick to
acknowledge that her job is not
for the faint of heart, but that it
suits her just fine. "It's not for
everyone, but I like it."

Unit medic beats heat
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Injuries are a part of the battlefield.
Thankfully, so are combat medics.
When a medic treats a soldier, his survivability increases drastically over self-aid or
buddy-aid. The care these medics provide
is a force multiplier, extending life on the
battlefield-especially in the case of Spc.
Richard Kilgo, a medic with F Battery, 7th
Field Artillery Battalion.
Kilgo, with his take charge attitude and
experienced advice, was just what the doctor ordered when fellow soldiers suffered
from heat injuries during a recent patrol.
The patrol was part of Operation Blue
Candle. Conducted in central Afghanistan,
Blue Candle's primary mission was to reinforce the local government and push AntiCoalition Militia out of the area.
Kilgo and about 15 field artillerymen
from F Battery traveled about six kilometers near the village of Mizan
during midday heat.

Temperatures soared to more than 100
degrees. That, along with the weight of
their equipment, and the distance they
marched, drained the soldiers.
Spc. Herbert Harrington benefited from
Kilgo's skills after being overcome by the
heat. Kilgo checked Harrington's pulse,
watch in hand, and then checked his pupils
with a Mini Maglite.
"How far'd ya go?" asked another soldier, looking in the truck where Kilgo
prepped Harrington. "Not far, it's just hot
as hell," said Kilgo, staying focused on his
efforts.
Kilgo washed his hands with bottle of
water and prepped the IV while giving
Harrington advice on preventing heat
injuries. "You need to eat your MRE in the
morning. It's got salt, carbohydrates. You
need that."
Harrington explained how he went down
on the patrol. "We went around the village
up by that mountain and back around," he
said. "We'd been out in the sun for a good
four hours. I just sat down on the side
of the road, got light headed."
Another soldier approached the
vehicle, removed his top and lifted
his soaked t-shirt. "How are you
doing'?" asked Kilgo.

"'Feels like I've got a cactus on my back,"
said Pfc. Michael Mathys. Red dots of
prickly heat covered his shoulder blades
and upper back.
"See, that's prickly heat," he pointed to
the top of Mathys' back, at a large red
patch of skin where sand and salt had
ground into the pores. "Yeah, that hurts,"
Mathys said, understating his discomfort.
Kilgo talked to the soldier about 'prickly
heat,' what causes it and why it hurts.
"When you sweat and it dries and you're
covered in dirt and salt, your pores are
open, it rubs into them and feels like needles," Kilgo said.
Only after his Soldiers were treated and
cared for, did Kilgo relax and cool himself
down.
Kilgo, who wears the distinctive Expert
Infantryman's Badge said, "I used to be
Cacti," referring to 2-35th Inf., the unit he
supported during Operation Blue Candle.
He now works as a medic with field
artillery.
"It's tough, but we come from tropic
lightning, so we're able to handle it. Other
troops aren't used to this kind of stuff," said
Kilgo, with obvious pride in the patch
worn on his shoulder.

Spc. Richard Kilgo inserts an IV needle into Spc. Herbert Harrington after
a patrol near Mizan, Afghanistan. Fox
Battery 7th FA supported Operation
Blue Candle in AO Cacti.

ëCactií Soldiers,
making a difference!

